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Government Shutdown Affects University
Fair, club deal
with lack of federal presence
Mallory Miller
Nick Ostiller

The Santa Clara
Who knew a Congressional stalemate regarding Obamacare could
influence a private institution like
Santa Clara?
Although the government has
shut down due to discord in Washington D.C., people all over the country have felt the immediate repercussions of the decision.
Several federally funded organizations canceled their scheduled
appearance at Wednesday’s Fall
Career Fair following the government shutdown earlier this week.
The CIA, NASA and the Center for
Disease Control were among the organizations that did not attend due
to the lack of a budget resolution
on Capitol Hill, according to Career

Center Director Elspeth Rossetti.
While the CDC, CIA and NASA
were coming to campus to recruit
potential employees, a branch of
the U.S. Navy based at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii was set to officially
hire engineers during its visit. Now
those students will have to wait, and
perhaps reevaluate their plans following graduation.
“It’s an indicator for students
who might want to work in government,” said Rossetti. “They might
think, ‘Is this really something I
want to do?’”
These organizations gave the
university very little notice that they
would not be making their scheduled
visits at the Career Fair. It wasn’t
until Monday — just hours before
the shutdown went into effect — that
the CDC and CIA notified the Career
Center of their cancellations.
The CDC, based in Atlanta, Ga.,
was set to make its inaugural visit to
Santa Clara in response to the new
public health major offered at the
university. The CIA was going to be
See STUDENTS, Page 4

ashley cabrera — The Santa Clara

Several federally funded organizations such as the CIA, NASA and the Center for Disease Control were forced to cancel their visits
to the Fall Career Fair on Wednesday after Congress failed to reach a budget resolution this week and the government shut down.
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AP

1. Greek far-right crackdown follows violence spike: Before stepping
out of his house, Asif Ali gives his route
careful consideration.
The 28-year-old builder from Pakistan blames far-right street gangs for
three attacks he suffered near his
home in a poor area of Athens where a
recent killing triggered Greece’s crackdown on the Nazi-inspired Golden
Dawn party.
Ali says he was beaten unconscious
by a group of men dressed in black,
attacked months later by a gang on
motorcycles and assaulted again last
December when three men boarded

the bus he was taking and broke his
nose.
Greek authorities arrested Golden
Dawn’s top leaders this weekend after the slaying of anti-fascist rapper
Pavlos Fyssas — allegedly by a Golden
Dawn volunteer.
Doctors, activists and victims
greeted the news with relief but argued authorities should have acted
much earlier, saying the killing was the
culmination of a months-long increase
in the brutality and brazenness of attacks by extreme-right street gangs.
From AP Reports.
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2. Cuba faces challenges in push
to end dual currency: Cuba is the
only country in the world that mints
two national currencies, a bizarre
system that even President Raul Castro acknowledges is hamstringing the
island’s socialist economy and must
be scrapped.
Months after Castro made currency unification a centerpiece of
a forceful address to parliament,
no details have been made public.
However, a pilot program operating
under the radar might hold clues to
a way out.
Since 1994, most islanders have

been paid in national pesos worth
24 to the dollar in exchange houses,
while tourists and the Cubans who
attend to them receive a much more
valuable peso pegged at one-to-one
with the U.S. greenback.
The imbalance means doctors can
make more money driving taxis or
renting rooms than they can working in the professions for which
they spent years preparing. In his
July speech, Castro denounced the
setup as having a warping effect on
the economy and society in general.
From AP Reports.

AP

Our policies

The Santa Clara is the official
student newspaper of Santa Clara
University. The Santa Clara is written,
edited and produced by students once
weekly, except during holidays, examination periods and academic recesses.
The Santa Clara welcomes letters to
the editor from readers. Letters can
be delivered to the Benson Memorial
Center, room 13; mailed to SCU Box
3190 or emailed to: letters@thesantaclara.com.
Our letters policy:
◗ Submissions must include major
and year of graduation and/or job
title, relation to the university and a
phone number for verification.
◗ Letters should not exceed 250
words. Those exceeding the word limit
may be considered as publication as
an article or in some other form.
◗ Anonymous letters will not be
considered for publication.
◗ The Santa Clara reserves the
right to edit letters for grammar, clarity and accuracy, or to shorten letters
to fit the allocated space.
◗ All letter submissions become
property of The Santa Clara.
◗ The deadline for publication
in Thursday’s edition is the prior
Saturday.
Nothing on the opinion pages necessarily represents a position of Santa
Clara University. Letters, columns and
graphics represent only the views of
their authors.
The Santa Clara has a minimum newspaper circulation of 2,000.
One free copy. Additional copies are
25¢.

AP

4. Court in Amanda Knox trial
allows new DNA test: The Florence appellate court hearing U.S.
student Amanda Knox’s third trial
in her roommate’s murder agreed
Monday to run additional DNA
tests on the presumed weapon, but
rejected more than a dozen other
defense requests for new testimony
or evidence.
On the trial’s opening day, presiding Judge Alessandro Nencini said
the court agreed to test one DNA
trace not previously examined on
the knife that prosecutors allege
killed British student Meredith

3. Wave of bombs across Baghdad
kills 55: A new wave of bombs tore
through Baghdad on Monday, officials said, killing at least 55 people.
Most of the blasts were car bombs
detonated in Shiite neighborhoods,
the latest of a series of well-coordinated attacks blamed on hard-line
Sunni insurgents determined to rekindle large-scale sectarian conflict.
Multiple coordinated bombing
strikes have hit Baghdad repeatedly
over the last five months. The Shiite-led government has announced
new security measures, conducted
counter-insurgency sweeps of areas

believed to hold insurgent hideouts
and sponsored political reconciliation talks, but has not significantly
slowed the pace of the bombing
campaign.
No group immediately claimed
responsibility for the bombings, but
they bore the hallmarks of al-Qaida’s
local branch in Iraq. Al-Qaida is believed to be trying to build on the
Sunni minority’s discontent toward
what they consider to be secondclass treatment by the government
and on infighting between groups.
From AP Reports.

Kercher. The trace had previously
been deemed too small to test.
Italy’s highest court in March ordered a new trial for Knox and her
Italian co-defendant, ex-boyfriend
Raffaele Sollecito, after overturning
their acquittals in Kercher’s November 2007 killing.
Knox, now a 26-year-old University of Washington student in Seattle, has not returned to Italy for the
current trial, nor is she compelled
by law to do so. Sollecito, now 29,
likewise did not attend the trial.
From AP Reports.

AP
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Canvas Camino Replaces Angel Software
Advanced technology improves
campus learning
Eryn Olson

The Santa Clara
A new program has made its way
onto campus. Canvas Camino, currently in the process of replacing
Angel Camino, has several interactive features intended to strengthen
communication between students
and professors in order to create
a stronger learning environment.
Canvas enables professors to
create wikis and blogs, post documents online, create discussions,
receive uploaded assignments, send
out assessments and conduct email
messages all via one integrated software.
SpeedGrader is one of Canvas’
most unique attributes. It provides
professors with a microphone feature enabling them to give verbal
feedback on students’ assignments.
According to Ron Danielson,
Ph.D., Vice Provost for Information Services and Chief Information Officer, Santa Clara had been
using Camino with the Angel learning management system since fall
2003.
Blackboard, an aggressive technology company, bought Angel in
2009 and had scheduled to discontinue its support of Angel in 2014. In

March 2012, Blackboard promised
to extend its maintenance “indefinitely,” but Santa Clara began to
look for a replacement.
In a message sent from Danielson to faculty and staff last May, he
explained how the university had
spent the past year searching for
“an application that would better
support faculty trying to integrate
best practices in their design of faceto-face, hybrid blended and online
courses.”
In the fall of 2012, 10 faculty
members and 400 students began
to pilot three learning management
systems: Canvas, Desire2Learn and
Blackboard Learn.
Communication Professor Katharine Heintz piloted the Blackboard
site with two of her classes during
the spring of 2013. Although she and
her students were initially interested in Blackboard Learn, Heintz
said that “as the quarter went on,
we grew to hate it.” They ended up
using Camino Angel as well, which
made things more confusing for
Heintz and her students.
Danielson said the “overwhelming preference from the faculty and
students was for Canvas, based on
ease of use, functionality and the
level of tech support received during the pilot.”
In a survey taken last spring,
91 percent of students agreed that
Canvas took very little effort to
learn. Additionally, 70 percent of
students thought that Canvas was
more efficient than Camino Angel.
Heintz admitted that it takes

Photo Illustration - Malu Veltze and Ryan Selewicz

Canvas Camino learning system includes integrated learning features such as wikis and blogs, SpeedGrader and more. Now, 91
percent of students agreed Canvas was easy to use and was better than other software, based on a survey conducted last spring.

time and patience to get adjusted to
the new system and trying to “think
like a machine,” but she believes it
is worth it.
“I’ve been working for a while
on it and I want this stuff to look
good, and I’m having fun playing
with some of the features to do what
I hope makes the assignments and

Yearly Service Draws Crowd

the information more accessible,”
said Heintz.
Faculty members still have the
option of using Angel through the
end of December, so some students
may have to juggle both systems for
fall quarter. Access to both accounts
can be found through the login
menu on the university home page.

Alcohol Related
Medical Emergency

Alcohol Violation

Students from a diverse array of religious backgrounds celebrated the Mass of the Holy Spirit on Wednesday. The community
prayed and called upon the Spirit of God to be present throughout the year and to bless students with a successful and safe year.

Community gathers and prays in
Mission Church
Naushaba Khan

The Santa Clara
The annual Mass of the Holy
Spirit is a time for individuals to
gather in the present, reflect on the
past and look toward a future of possibilities.
On Wednesday, the centuriesold tradition was held in the Mission Church. Following the mass,
the community received guidance
and blessings for the new year.
The prayers of the mass are

purposed toward calling upon the
Spirit of God to be with the community through classes, work, activities and general ambitions. Santa
Clara’s president, Michael E. Engh,
S.J., said, “This is a unique opportunity for all groups within the Santa
Clara community to gather as one
academic family seeking wisdom
and truth.”
The annual Roman Catholic
liturgy was open to all who wished
to attend.
“I think it’s wonderful that our
school puts on the Mass of the Holy
Spirit,” said sophomore Jacquelyn
Colman. “I especially like that students from all types of religious
backgrounds get together and attend this mass, even though it’s a
Catholic ceremony. Its good to see

that type of acceptance and community.”
Many of the university’s organizations took part in the mass.
Sophomore Audrey Gomes, a
member of the church and gospel
choir said, “It is great to see all the
groups from around campus, such
as the different (Residential Learning Communities), Emergency
Medical Technicians and even advisors, administrators, faculty, students and friends come together.”
The academic term has begun
with the joined hands of equally
ambitious Broncos, who have the
same prayer for a successful year .
Contact Naushaba Khan at
nakhan@scu.edu or call (408)
554-4852.

Contact Eryn Olson at eolson@scu.
edu or call (408) 554-4852.

Campus Safety

9/28: A student was reported intoxicated and was found sleeping
in a bathroom. CSS and SCU EMS
responded. He was brought back to
his room and left in the care of his
roommate.
9/28: A student was reported intoxicated and unable to care for herself
at The Bronco at Benson Memorial
Center. CSS and SCU EMS responded. The student was escorted back
to her room.

Kevin Boehnlein — The Santa Clara

Students who want more information or need help can contact
Media Services or go to the “Help”
tab located in the upper right corner
of Canvas, which links to the Canvas
Student Quickstart Guide.

9/27: A student was observed carrying alcoholic beverages in his backpack, and attempting to conceal the
backpack. Due to his combative and
uncooperative nature, SCPD was
contacted and responded. In addition
to alcoholic beverages, marijuana,
paraphernalia and false IDs were
found inside his backpack and were
confiscated.
9/27: Students were found in possession of alcoholic beverages and
marijuana paraphernalia in their
room. Items found were confiscated
and disposed of.
9/28: Students were found in possession of alcoholic beverages, marijuana and paraphernalia in their room.
All items found were confiscated and
disposed of.

Impounded Bicycle
9/28: A Google bicycle was impounded outside of The Harrington Learning Commons.

Medical Emergency
9/26: A student reported having an
anxiety attack and feeling ill. CSS and
SCU EMS responded.
9/27: A non-affiliate visitor jammed
her big toe at the main entrance of

The Harrington Learning Commons
and injured her toenail. CSS responded. She refused further medical assistance.
9/30: A student injured his eyelid
while playing basketball at Pat Malley
Fitness and Recreation Center. CSS
and SCU EMS responded.
9/30: A student injured his ankle
while playing basketball in Pat Malley Fitness and Recreation Center.
CSS and SCU EMS responded.

Non-Injury Traffic
Accident
9/26: A vehicle was reportedly found
damaged while parked in the Parking
Structure.
9/26: A vehicle hit another parked
vehicle while backing out of a parking
space in the Parking Structure and
sustained minor damage.

Student Behavior
9/28: A student was observed carrying a City of Santa Clara street sign on
Market Street. SCPD was contacted
and responded. The student was admonished and the sign was returned
to the city.
9/28: Several students were observed
causing a disturbance by shouting toward residents’ rooms outside of Swig
Hall in the middle of the night. They
were admonished and documented.

Theft
9/27: An ethernet cable was reported
stolen from the computer on the first
floor of The Harrington Learning
Commons.
9/29: A laptop computer was reported stolen from the Saint Clare
room in The Harrington Learning
Commons.
9/29: A bicycle was reported stolen
outside the Heafey Law Library.
From Campus Safety Reports.
Email news@thesantaclara.com.
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Sustainablity Fostered Through Blog Project
Department’s collaboration rooted
in faith tradition
Mallory Miller

The Santa Clara
Campus Ministry and the Office
of Sustainability are inviting students to fully engage in the spirituality of sustainability by participating in the Mission Sustainable
Challenge. The challenge gives students the opportunity to partake
in daily action to truly be “green,”
and to reflect on their experiences
doing so.
A single post will be put up every day in the month of October on
the Mission Sustainable Challenge
blog, which can be accessed through
the Santa Clara website, Facebook
and through the iPhone mobile application “Act On.”
Each post will ask students to
do something sustainable on that
particular day, such as go meatless
on Tuesdays, advocate for a local
nature preserve, assess how much
water they use or meditate on food
consumption.
There will be a space below the
post provided to create discussion
about the challenge.
“A lot of people ‘go green,’ but
Santa Clara’s green commitment
is rooted in the values of our faith
tradition,” said Director of Retreat Ministry Julia Claire Landry.
“While everyone here may not be
Catholic, there are still values rooted in that faith tradition.”
The ministry uses five words:
learn, pray, act, assess and advocate
in the scope of engaging the spirituality of sustainability. These words

are part of the Catholic toolkit of
sustainability, one of many resources within faith-based groups to support care for the environment.
The Catholic Coalition on Climate Change, Pope Francis homilies inviting Catholics to take action
to care for God’s creation, and the
Jesuit community’s connection
with the Franciscans are a few other
resources available to support, conservation and green consciousness.
The purpose of the challenge is
to foster and deepen the spirituality
of sustainability in the Santa Clara
community and to strengthen connections between different departments, students and organizations
across campus. The blog is designed
to not only challenge individuals,
but to increase communication
and conversation on the topic of
sustainability in general. The Ministry hopes it will open availability
of resources across campus as well.
Although the key collaborators
of the project came from the Campus Ministry, Office of Sustainability and the Forge Garden, there are
over 17 other departments involved,
including religious studies, engineering, the Ignation Center, Pat
Malley Fitness and Recreation Center and the Green Club.
There are also events planned to
incorporate students to take action.
On Oct. 23, the Mission Sustainable
Challenge will be hosting a threepart symposium, Faith and Sustainability in Silicon Valley: Sharing the
Vision, Building Community and
Taking Action, in Nobili Hall from
5-8 p.m.
Students who sign up to participate will get daily reminders to go to
the blog on the Santa Clara Campus
Ministry Web page.
Contact Mallory Miller at memiller@
scu.edu or call (408) 554-4852.

Students Miss Out
Continued from Page 1

making its second trip to the Mission Campus.
“As a political science major, it’s
just really bad timing,” said senior
Robbie Waddell.
The Career Center will send
student resumes to the CIA, CDC
and NASA so that those organizations can still reach out to perspective employees despite their
absence at the fair.

“I’m doubtful
that we will get
any kind of refund.”
The government shutdown not
only limited the number of businesses attending the Career Fair,
but also affected the immediate
and prolonged future of the Into
the Wild outdoor adventure organization on campus. Into the Wild
had planned to take 25 students on
an overnight trip to explore, hike

and camp in Yosemite National
Park but was forced to cancel it
after the government closed all
U.S. National Parks as part of the
shutdown.
Into The Wild had already paid
for the campsite in Yosemite, but
the group is unsure whether it will
be able to get its money back as the
park’s website and communications have also been shut down.
“I’m doubtful that we will get
any kind of refund,” said Into The
Wild President Dalan Angelo.
“Even if we wanted to, there’s no
person answering the phone or no
real point of contact with this section of the government since the
people who occupied those jobs
are out of work.”
However, a refund from the
government isn’t Angelo’s main
worry.
“What’s concerning us the most
is the fact that there’s no real end
in sight,” said Angelo.
Into the Wild has three other
trips planned that may be in jeopardy depending how long the shutdown lasts.
Contact Mallory Miller at
memiller@scu.edu, Nick Ostiller
at nostiller@scu.edu or call
(408) 554-4849. Vishakha Joshi
contributed to this report.

Corrections
The photo of Dolores laGuardia was miscredited. It should have read
“Michael Erkelens — The Santa Clara.” (page 1, Issue 1, September 26, 2013).
The SCU Emergency Medical Services were mislabeled. (page 7, Issue
1, September 26, 2013).

Courtesy of Campus Ministry

Posts will be displayed on the Mission Sustainable Challenge blog daily, encouraging students to take action and reflect. Learn, pray,
act, assess and advocate are five words in the Catholic Sustainable toolkit used to help students carry out sustainable action.

Campus Briefs

Memorial Service
Honors Faculty
Members of the Santa Clara
community gathered in remembrance and celebration of the life
of Dolores laGuardia, the selfproclaimed “Rhetoric Goddess.”
About 100 people including students, faculty and alumni joined
together on Monday night with
laGuardia’s friends and family at
the service in the Mission Church.
The processional began with
the tolling of a school bell that had
belonged to laGuardia, ringing 64
times to commemorate the number of years that she lived.
Charles Phipps , S.J., welcomed
the community and described the
occasion as a time to “remember
and salute laGuardia as a Santa
Clara educator” and to “celebrate
the mysteries of life.”
Senior Lecturer Stephen Carroll, Ph.D., praised laGuardia’s
generosity, describing how she
spent hours with him during his
beginnings at Santa Clara. Only
later did laGuardia reveal to him
that they were competing for the
same job. Carroll left the audience
with the message, “Let us be her
love of life.”
An outdoor reception followed
the service. A photo slideshow
occompanied by opera music
played as people mingled around
the tables, eating and drinking.
On one table, laGuardia’s books
and plaques were displayed as a
reminder of her academic accomplishments. Other tables held centerpieces arranged with flags that

read, “Writer at Work.”
laGuardia’s passions were evident throughout the service. An
olive tree stood next to the podium because she was involved
with restoring the Mission’s olive
trees and loved to use the fruit in
her cooking. The Forge Garden,
Santa Clara’s educational organic
garden, will plant an olive tree in
her honor.

Annual Dinner Held
Santa Clara’s multicultural
population is providing the opportunity to connect and celebrate
diversity for the new, transfer and
international students who are
members of ethnic minorities at
the Annual Multicultural Welcome
Dinner.
The dinner and dessert reception will be on Oct. 8 in Locatelli
Student Activity Center — doors
open at 5 p.m. The dinner will be
followed by entertainment from
the multicultural clubs and an introduction from President Michael
E. Engh, S.J. The dessert portion,
hosted by multicultural students,
will be held immediately after the
dinner on the Shapell Lounge patio.
Dress code is casual attire and
you can RSVP via the Multicultural
website on the Welcome Dinner
and Reception page.
All new and transfer students
who are Pan-African, Asian, Pacific American, Native American,
Latino, international and multiracial are welcome. The event is
being hosted with the intention of
giving students a chance to meet

multicultural classmates, opening up opportunities for leadership and giving the multicultural
population time to celebrate their
diversity.

New Online Advising
System Launched
It’s free, a potential gradesaver
and available just a few clicks away.
Santa Clara’s Drahmann Tutoring Center is offering an Internetbased advising system.
Drahmann Online, launched
last week, allows students to directly communicate with Drahmann advisors, to sign up for
workshops and to schedule private as well as group tutoring appointments. This quarter it will
offer tutoring for foundation-level
courses such as math, economics,
Chinese, French, Italian, Spanish,
and psychology.
“The Drahmann Online program will provide many new opportunities for students to connect
with both advisors and tutors,”
said Garrison Dyer, Integrations
Pathways Advisor and Residential Learning Communities Advisor from Santa Clara’s Drahmann
Advising and Learning Resources
Center. “All students should register for their accounts as soon as
possible and start taking advantage
of the resources provided through
the system.”
Tutoring sessions will be held
weekly in Benson Room 1.
From staff reports. Email news@
thesantaclara.com.
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Alexandra Armas

It’s Time to Graduate the Core Curriculum
L
ike every senior, I started the
year by checking my degree
audit to see how many classes
I have left to take before graduation. The excitement grew with every scroll as I saw fewer and fewer
red letters indicating that I had
required classes remaining. Core
curriculum, check. Major, check.
Minor, check.
Then I realized something: I
hadn’t taken any classes I wanted
to take.
Coming into college as a freshman, I had high hopes for my education at Santa Clara. I thought I
would never have to take math or
science, and I could take classes that
sparked my interest. I made a list of
the most enticing classes offered at
the university, and then I registered
for none of them.
My college career hasn’t been
guided by my passions or thirst for
knowledge, but dictated by Santa
Clara’s list of requirements to complete a degree. Santa Clara isn’t the
only college to have requirements, of
course, but that doesn’t make them
necessarily useful.
The phrase “core requirements”
is often met with disdain. Not only
do we have to meet the obligations of
our majors and minors, but we also
have to take many of the classes we
hated in high school. And we have to
do it in just four years.
Students spend their whole lives
looking forward to the freedom and

autonomy of being a college student.
But in reality, you’re given only a
narrow scope of classes to choose
from to fulfill your requirements.
Yes, we get to pick five classes from
a list of 10, but since we’re limited
to that list, it’s not really choosing.
Students often say, “What does
this class count for?” or “That
doesn’t count for anything, so I’m
not going to take it”? It may not
“count” for a requirement, but it
absolutely “counts” for life.
Taking classes that are interesting to you may be more beneficial
than taking something just because
someone else thinks you should. It
may not count in terms of crossing
another class off your list of requirements, but if it motivates you to engage in the world and seek further
education, it counts.
What if we didn’t have a core curriculum?
A better system would be if
students were allowed to declare
a major, and then take whatever
classes they deemed relevant to the
completion of that major, so long as
it was a certain amount of units prior
to graduation. This way, students
would be able to take their education
into their own hands.
An alternative to having the
core curriculum would be to make
it the responsibility of each student
to construct their own curriculum
based on their own needs and passions. We don’t need core require-

ZIMbio.com
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ments for students to fulfill mindlessly.
Currently, the requirements do
not inspire free thinking nor independence. As a student, what do you
gain by letting someone who has
never met you tell you what you’re
interested in?
Of course, in theory, there are
benefits to having core requirements. It forces students to keep a
broad perspective on education, and
further their knowledge of the subjects deemed necessary by society.
That point is valid, but this isn’t what
students want out of their college
education Classes that undergradu-

ates are forced to take don’t actually
motivate learning. All they do is motivate us to zone out and wait for it to
be time for the next class — one that
we chose independently.
Since we began our formal
schooling in kindergarten, we’ve followed a system of priorities without
knowing where they came from, or
why they exist. Our education was
designed by someone who has never
met us. Each and every student is
different, but in the case of education, differences are limited and
controlled by the university.
Transitioning to a curriculum
without core requirements would

be a challenge — but it is a risk worth
taking. Going to college is about
growing up, becoming responsible,
becoming free thinkers. Students
should be given a chance to follow
their hearts on the path of education, without being limited to taking
obligatory classes.
Maybe then, with more chances
to choose what we want to learn,
the experience for undergraduate
students everywhere will be the expansive and transformative journey
we set out on.
Alexandra Armas is a senior
communication major.

Moshe Wander

Five Years Later, Banks Learned No Lessons

ZIMbio.com

Richard Fuld, former Chairman and CEO of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., testifies before Congress about the company’s bankruptcy in September of 2008. Many of the big banks that helped cause the 2008 recession have continued to pursue risky investments.

I

f you believe the reassurances coming out of Washington
D.C., the financial crisis that hit
America after the collapse of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. five years
ago is not likely to be repeated.
They say the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, passed in mid-2010,
will “make sure that a crisis like this
never happens again,” according to
the White House official website.
That’s quite a big promise, but
there is growing evidence that a crisis like the panic of 2008 could very
well happen again. Although memories of the crisis are still fresh in the

minds of laid-off workers and families that lost their homes, it seems to
be a distant memory to bankers and
their captured regulators.
The threats of concentration in
the financial industry and the explosion of student debt have made
another banking collapse a serious
possibility.
Recently, Robert H. Benmosche, the chief executive officer of
American International Group, Inc.
(a massive insurance conglomerate
and recipient of billions in bailout
money), told The Wall Street Journal that “too big to fail has been
solved.”

Benmosche might like to think
so, but the facts show otherwise.
Since the financial crisis, assets
of the six biggest banks in the U.S.
are up 37 percent and now control
an even greater share of wealth than
they did at the time of the crisis. Last
week, Fortune Magazine declared,
“By every measure, the big banks are
bigger.” Last year, Politico reported
banks deemed too big to fail were
“bigger than ever.”
The acquisition of Bear Stearns
and Washington Mutual by JPMorgan Chase, Merrill Lynch by Bank
of America and Wachovia by Wells
Fargo have all contributed to this

problem.
It would be nice to imagine that
the banking system is safer than it
was prior to the financial crisis, but
the banks are engaging in the same
practices that created the crisis, and
on a larger scale.
As if buying up competitors isn’t
enough, the big banks have jumped
right back into the “shadow derivatives market”— where transactions
occur outside the overview of traditional banks — that was culpable
in the financial crisis. Banking reformer and attorney Ellen Brown
highlighted how the value of the
entire derivatives market, at $1.2
quadrillion, is 20 times the size of
the world economy.
Since 2005, these transactions
have been backed by the government, creating more perverse incentives for big banks to load up on
risk. But it’s not just derivatives and
conglomeration. Student loans may
be the nail in the coffin for the next
financial crisis.
The parallels between the housing sector and the student loan
bubble are deep. In both cases, the
federal government’s low interest
rates and subsidized loans have incentivized banks to lend out money
that they wouldn’t otherwise lend.
And both cases share the good intentions of the federal government
wanting to make something (homeownership and college education,
respectively) affordable for people
who are living on a tight budget.
Writing in Rolling Stone magazine, financial reporter Matt Taibbi

compared the explosion in student
debt (accounting for over 67 percent
of last quarter’s rise in non-real estate household debt) to the growth of
mortgage debt prior to the collapse
of the housing market, which triggered the financial crisis in 2008.
Since student loan debt recently topped $1 trillion and outpaced
credit card debt for the first time
ever, the next crisis could be even
worse than the last one.
Although making college affordable is a worthy goal, the government’s subsidized loans may have
the adverse effect of destabilizing
the already fragile financial system.
Five years after a devastating
recession, unemployment and underemployment remain high. And
although Americans are tired of this
terrible economy, the biggest banks
are reprising the same acts that led
to the crisis in 2008, and there’s no
reason to expect this won’t happen
again.
Moshe Wander is an undeclared
freshman.

Articles in the Opinion
section represent the
views of the individual
authors only and not
the views of The Santa
Clara or Santa Clara
University.
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Jonathan Tomczak

Federal Shutdown is Shameful and Futile
A

s the song goes: How do
you solve a problem like
the U.S. Congress?
For the first time in 17 years,
Congress failed to pass a bill authorizing the federal government
to spend money, and so the government closed its doors at national
parks, museums, NASA and many
other federal departments.
And the worst part? It should
never have happened.
Like the Cleveland Browns
beating the Cincinnati Bengals, the
shutdown was once an unfathomable scenario that could only happen as the result of several insane
moves coming together perfectly.
President Barack Obama, Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid and
Speaker of the House John Boehner all said long ago that they absolutely did not want to be in this
situation.
Then how did it happen? The
easy answer is the usual suspects
in the Tea Party, but it goes deeper than that. It goes back to what
Boehner said three years ago, and
the system in which he works.
When Obamacare was still only

a bill sitting up on Capitol Hill,
Boehner was minority leader in
the House. The White House and
congressional Democrats made
several overtures to Republicans
to make the bill bipartisan.
They were willing to accept
ideas such as cracking down on
Medicare fraud, dumping the public option and introducing the individual mandate. Let no one forget,
the mandate was an idea generated
by a conservative think tank in the
1990s, not Democrats.
Boehner’s response? No. Every
time, at every opportunity. No, no,
no.
The idea was that the bill would
be a Democrat-led monstrosity,
and Republicans would ride it to
victory in the 2010 elections, giving Boehner the Speakership. Well,
good job, Boehner, because your
plan has come back to bite you.
Yes, the Tea Party roared to
life and the Republicans took
back the House, but they’ve been
overplaying their hand ever since.
Republican-led state legislatures
drew congressional districts that
locked their members into an echo

I’ve had

chamber of anti-Obama fever.
These extremely conservative
members of Congress, forming
what some are starting to appropriately label the “Suicide Caucus,”
have made destroying Obamacare
their number one — if not their
only — priority. Only about 50 in
number, they have refused to pass
any type of federal spending bill
unless it contains provisions limiting Obamacare, and the rest of their
party is running scared.
Thus, here we are.
Boehner, by all measures, is a
moderate Republican. He’s a lifelong politician — not a Ted Cruzesque flash-in-the-pan ideologue.
Yet from the get-go he’s been
hampered by the rabid fervor of the
Tea Party, and he has to voice their
issues or lose any remaining semblance that he’s in control. They
have no reason to compromise.
They’re safe in their protected
districts. Now it has come to this,
where Congress’ approval rating
has hit 10 percent.
Nixon had twice as much support during the height of the Watergate scandal.

The shutdown could end at any
time. Boehner could say he will
stand no more, bring a funding bill
without Obamacare amendments
to the floor and it would pass by a
decent bipartisan margin. But he
won’t, because it will cost him his
position. If he didn’t get a Tea Party
challenger in his district, he’d assuredly lose his Speakership. He
already had a close call keeping it
in January, and he’s not about to
risk it again.
Boehner could be an American
hero today, but it would require
noble sacrifice, and he’s not ready
to be the martyr we deserve.
But to some extent, Boehner is
just a cog in a very broken machine.
The system itself is crippled. Fundamental changes across the board
would be needed to prevent another breakdown this cataclysmic.
Campaign finance reform would
have to be implemented so that
money wouldn’t be the deciding
factor in elections (which means
overturning a couple Supreme
Court precedents).
Instituting citizens’ commissions to draw congressional dis-

2

dream jobs
Both at PwC
— Penelope Moreno
Manager

tricts would ensure fairness instead of party control. California’s
commission is the first of its kind
and by all accounts did a great job in
generating competitiveness.
Finally, the Constitution would
have to be amended so that Congress’ pay would be suspended during a federal shutdown. Why should
they feel financially stable when
800,000 federal employees are left
to twist in the wind without pay?
Whenever this shutdown is
over, the next one will be a lot
sooner than another 17 years if
things don’t change. And in two
weeks, we hit the nation’s debt ceiling, which will effectively cripple
our economy. If this current debate
has been any indication, we’d better start hiding our money under
mattresses.
For now, though, the government’s closed, and Obamacare is
being implemented anyway.
Well done, Tea Party. Bravo.
Jonathan Tomczak is a senior
political science and history double
major and editor of the Opinion
section.

Grow your own way. And my growth
started right when I joined PwC. Quite
a start—working with a global tech
giant, and one of the top 10 clients at the
firm. I learned a lot. Those skills helped
me grab an opening on a different part
of their business. PwC is flexible that
way. And when serious family matters
need my attention, they’re flexible about
that, too. I’m fortunate. Two dream jobs.
Without ever leaving PwC.
pwc.com/campus

© 2013 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the United States member firm, and may sometimes refer to the PwC network.
Each member firm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for further details. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Fall Concert Draws Diverse Crowd of Fans

Malu Veltze — the santa clara

Platinum Record-Holding Band Graces the Stage
This year’s Fall Concert, put on by the Activities Programming
Board, featured the eclectic singer Nick Checo and alternative rock group Young The Giant.
Leavey Event Center filled with students eager for a concert
with a different sound from previous years.
The Los Angeles-based band performed an energetic show
that had many students dancing and singing along.
The show was a hit amongst those familiar with Young The
Giant and created new fans as well.
Malu Veltze — the santa clara

Malu Veltze — the santa clara

Cowell Provides Preventative Healthcare
Students avoid
seasonal illness using campus clinics
Taneish Figueroa

Associate Reporter

Malu Veltze — the santa clara

Students took initiative for their health to bypass the struggle against spreading viruses.

The flu spreads across college
campuses nationwide every year
and Santa Clara certainly isn’t an
exception.
Close living quarters, shared
restrooms and frequent social activities are all factors that make students susceptible to catching the flu,
especially during the winter season
when immune systems can already
be compromised.
Cowell Student Health Center

is preparing for the flu season early
this year by hosting immunization
clinics in Benson Memorial Center
throughout the month of October.
The first clinic took place this
past Tuesday, with vaccinations
administered to all 232 people who
attended.
The flu vaccine is the best protection against the flu season. Sophomore Leyla Collazzo was one of
those who attended the immunization clinic in Benson on Tuesday.
“It’s an easy and inexpensive way
to stay healthy and prevent myself
and others from getting sick and
missing class,” she said.
Collazzo was able to avoid the flu
last year because she got vaccinated.
It is important for students to
get vaccinated annually because flu
viruses are constantly mutating, and

vaccines are designed to protect humans against the strain that is most
likely to be present in the upcoming
season.
Early immunization is the most
effective, but it is not too late to get
the vaccine this month, or in the
near future.
In addition to receiving immunizations, students are encouraged
to frequently wash their hands and
take other precautions against the
spread of illness.
For those who missed the first
clinic and still want to get vaccinated, there will be another clinic
offered on Oct. 21 in Benson Parlor B
and C from 9:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Shots are $25 each.
Contact Taneish Figueroa at
tfigueroa@scu.edu.
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Scene Spotlight

Lauren’s Locales: Hummus Shop Spices It Up

myjerusalemkitchen.wordpress.com

Oren’s Hummus Shop brings a gourmet array of Mediterranean cuisine to the table.
Whether you are an adventurous eater or not, come enjoy tasty and authentic flavors.

Lauren Bonney

Associate Reporter
School is in full swing and it is often easy to fall into a pattern, espe-

cially when it comes to food. While
Benson Memorial Center, Safeway
and Ike’s Place are convenient and
close, sometimes looking for spots
to eat a little farther from campus

Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down
Thumbs up to La Parilla’s
much-improved food.
Thumbs up to the new
Camino.

Thumbs down to lukewarm
water fountains.
Thumbs down to the lack
of campus parking.

Submit Thumbs up
or Thumbs down to
sameza@scu.edu.

offers a great, unique treat.
If you are looking for a new adventure in ethnic fare, check out
Oren’s Hummus Shop in Palo Alto.
Oren’s is a fantastic Israeli restaurant with the best hummus around.
Owner Oren Dobronsky, a technologist in the Silcon Valley, realized that he missed the hummus,
pita and Mediterranean salad from
his native Tel-Aviv. Thus, he and his
wife, Nancy, opened Oren’s Hummus Shop in the hopes of bringing
together hummus lovers from all
over the Bay Area.
The restaurant follows five
principles for its cuisine: authentic, fresh, healthy, convenient and
sustainable. The shop strives to be
as culturally pure as possible by
importing ingredients from Israel
in order to create the traditional
tastes found in Tel-Aviv.
New batches of hummus and pita
are prepared many times throughout the day, keeping things fresh.

Oren’s believes that it is their duty
to be as environmentally friendly
as possible by recycling everything
from oil to paper, and composting
organic waste.
Oren’s Hummus Shop offers a
unique selection of Israeli cuisine
ranging from entrées focused entirely on hummus, grilled meat,
fresh salads and some Israeli cuisine
classics. Almost everything on the
menu is gluten-free and there are
plenty of vegan choices.
You absolutely cannot leave
the restaurant without trying the
house-made hummus. This is no
ordinary hummus — its creamy
consistency is simply perfect with
some fresh pita.
So go try something new and
take a bite out of Oren’s Hummus
Shop, a delicious taste of Israeli
food.
Contact Lauren Bonney at
lbonney@scu.edu.

Chicken Skewer
This dish contains allnatural, free-range chicken
cooked to perfection in the
restaurant’s secret spice.
Paired with some hummus
and a nice Mediterranean
salad, it’s simply scrumptious.

Savory Staple
Topped with some tahini,
olive oil and a secret sauce,
the entrée will have you
licking the bowl and asking
for more. You can’t go wrong
with this favorite — after all,
it is a classic.

The Bronco Amps Up Entertainment
Popular campus
eatery increases
community feel
Summer Meza

The Santa Clara
The first few weeks of class can
be chaotic to say the least. Balancing a new schedule, a new housing
situation, extracurriculars and a
social life can be tough. Find time
to wind down and simply enjoy the
community that surrounds us at
The Bronco.
The Bronco provides just that —
a relaxing, interactive space to hang
out, get involved and enjoy some
late-night grub.
This year, students may have
noticed that The Bronco got a bit
of a makeover — both physical and
ideological.
An upgraded kitchen, new tables
and a brand new schedule of events
make the eatery the new and im-

proved nucleus of campus. Get a
burger, talk with friends and enjoy
the evening, Santa Clara style.
“Little things like karaoke can
be a good way to raise school spirit,”
said senior Gavin Zerbe, manager of
Bronco Student Services.

“The Bronco can
become more of a
hangout spot and
become the central
hub of social life.”
Activities such as live music from
the a capella group and a Pinterest
extravaganza have been big draws
for students in the recent past, but
The Bronco is aiming higher this
year in terms of its popularity across
campus.
“I’d like to see the school attain-

ing more school spirit, and I think
The Bronco can be a really good way
to make that happen,” said Zerbe. “I
think Friday and Saturday nights in
The Bronco can become more of a
hangout spot and become the central
hub of social life.”
The Bronco and Associated Student Government are both working hard to move towards this goal.
The hope is to bring a highly social
environment reminiscent of times
when The Bronco served both as a
place to grab some fried food and an
alcoholic beverage, for those of age.
Performances, talks and fun ways
to meet up with friends are becoming a bigger and more frequent part
of The Bronco experience.
Make sure to come check out
some of the events and entertainment throughout the year. You never
know — meeting with friends and
watching a football game on TV at
The Bronco may become your new
favorite way to kick back and relax.
Contact Summer Meza at sameza@
scu.edu or call (408) 554-4852.

What’s your favorite
location on campus?

Josue De Paz, ’15

Ariana Dennis, ’14

Carolyne Ouya, ’14

Nicolette Balch, ’15

Andrew Clift, ’17

“The Bronco, because it has the
best food for latenight cravings.”

“Benson Memorial
Center, because
it’s a good central
place to hang out.”

“The Campus Ministry massage chair
— no explanation
needed.”

“The Mission Gardens, because it
shows off campus
beauty and it’s really peaceful.”

“Malley (Center’s)
pool, because I really love to swim.”
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TOP REASONS TO LEAVE YOUR COUCH THIS WEEK

SEE “MONSTERS UNIVERSITY,” 10/3
nerdist.com

10/3 | THURSDAY
“Monsters University” Movie
Night
Time: 9 p.m.
Location: Locatelli Student
Activity Center Lawn
Why Go? Check out Pixar’s latest
hit movie, “Monsters University.”
Associated Student Government
Position Information Session
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Kenna Hall, Room 104
Why Go? If you are interested in
a position with ASG, you must
attend an information session to
learn about how to apply, how to
campaign and more.
Reza Aslan
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Mayer Theatre
Why Go? Author Reza Aslan will
be on campus talking about his
New York Times best-selling
book, “Zealot: The Life and
Times of Jesus of Nazareth.”
He will discuss the surrounding
controversy as well as his
experience on Fox News. No
tickets necessary.

10/4 | FRIDAY
“The Magic of Water” with Kathy
Machado
Time: 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Location: Kennedy Mall,
Commons at Kennedy Mall
Why Go? Guest speaker Kathy
Machado of the Santa Clara
Valley Water District will be
discussing the happenings at the
Water District. Come and hear all
about it, as well as career choices,
internship opportunities and
more.
San Jose Chamber Orchestra
Concert — Lunchtime at Trianon
Series
Time: 12:10 p.m.
Location: Le Petit Trianon
Theatre, San Jose
Why Go? Come enjoy the talents
of the San Jose Chamber

Orchestra as they perform in the
beautiful Trianon Theatre. The
show is a part of an ongoing art
series featuring local performers
and artists of all types.
Cost: Free

10/5 | SATURDAY
Women’s Volleyball vs. Gonzaga
University
Time: 1 p.m.
Location: Leavey Event Center
Why Go? Check out your fellow
Broncos right here on their home
court as they take on the Gonzaga
Bulldogs.

SEE REZA ASLAN, 10/3
commons.wikimedia.com

10/6 | SUNDAY
Liturgy
Time: 10 a.m., 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Location: Mission Church
Castro Street Fair
Time: 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Location: Castro District,
downtown San Francisco
Why Go? Founded by Harvey Milk
in 1974, the Castro Street Fair is
an amazing way to explore more
of the city’s culture. Located in
the heart of the Castro District
at the intersection of Market and
Castro Streets, the fair features
performers on multiple stages,
local merchants and exhibitors.

10/7 | MONDAY
Trayvon Martin, Race and Justice:
A Panel Discussion
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: California Mission Room
Why Go? The Markkula Center for
Applied Ethics brings a discussion
to campus for faculty and
students alike. Explore the impact
and implications of this summer’s
legal case surrounding Trayvon
Martin. Speakers Christopher
Boscia, Margaret Russell and
contributers from the School of
Law will lead the discussion.

SEE IMMERSION APPLICATIONS, 10/9
scu.edu

10/8 | TUESDAY
14th Annual Multicultural
Welcome Dinner and Dessert
Reception for New Students
Time: 5 p.m.
Location: Locatelli Student
Activity Center
Why Go? This annual celebration
welcomes first-year and transfer
students of color. This event
is a great opportunity to meet
current students and faculty to
find out more information about
cultural programs, activities and
resources on campus.

10/9 WEDNESDAY
Ethics at Noon: Stem Cells,
Cloning and the Conscience of a
Nation
Time: 12 p.m.
Location: Arts and Sciences
Building, The Wiegand Room
Why Go? Dr. William Hurlbut,
physician and professor
at Stanford University’s
Neuroscience Institute will
explore the ethical issues
associated with advancing
biomedical technology.

Winter Break Immersion
Applications Due
Time: 3 p.m.
Why Go? Applications for
immersion trips through the
Ignatian Center to New Orleans,
Ecuador, Oakland and Arizona are
due today. Make sure to apply if
you are interested in making a
difference and becoming a part of
another community.

To suggest events for the
calendar please contact
Summer Meza at sameza@
scu.edu.
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Standings
Men's Soccer
Team
Loyola Marymount
Portland
Saint Mary’s
San Francisco
Gonzaga
San Diego
Santa Clara

WCC
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

Overall
4-2-1
5-3-0
2-4-2
3-3-1
5-2-0
3-3-1
3-5-0

WCC
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

Overall
5-3-1
8-1-1
5-3-2
3-8-0
7-4-0
5-4-2
6-3-1
4-5-1
4-7-0
1-7-2

WCC
3-0
3-1
3-1
2-1
2-2
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-3
0-4

Overall
10-3
8-5
7-5
6-7
8-4
9-6
9-3
6-6
5-8
0-13

WWPA*
0-0
1-0
0-1
1-0
0-2
1-0

Overall
9-4
7-7
5-6
5-6
5-6
4-7
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Two Wins End in Milestone

Women’s Soccer
Team
Brigham Young (No. 22)
Portland (No. 10)
Pepperdine
Loyola Marymount
San Diego
San Francisco
Santa Clara (No. 17)
Gonzaga
Saint Mary’s
Pacific

Women’s Volleyball
Team
Brigham Young
Loyola Marymount
Saint Mary’s
San Francisco
Pepperdine
Pacific
San Diego (No. 8)
Santa Clara
Gonzaga
Portland

Men’s Water Polo
Team
Santa Clara
UC San Diego
Loyola Marymount
UC Davis
California Baptist
Air Force

*Western Water Polo Association

Upcoming Games
Men's Soccer
Santa Clara @ San Diego
Santa Clara @ Loyola Marymount

Fri. 10/4 7:00 p.m.
Sun. 10/6 1:00 p.m.

Women's Volleyball
Portland @ Santa Clara
Gonzaga @ Santa Clara

Thu. 10/3 6:00 p.m.
Sat. 10/5 1:00 p.m.

Men’s Water Polo
Santa Clara @ Stanford

Sat. 10/5 5:00 p.m.

Bronco Briefs
Women’s Volleyball
In its first West Coast Conference home match,
the women’s volleyball team came up short against
the University of San Francisco 25-20, 25-17, 25-27,
26-28 and 8-15.
Senior Alyssa Anderson recorded 17 digs and five
service aces to lead the Broncos. Junior Taylor Milton
tallied up 16 kills and senior Haley Cameron added
five blocks. Following the loss, the women dropped
down to .500 on the season with a record of 6-6.
The Broncos will continue their homestand on
Oct. 3 and Oct. 5 when they face the University of
Portland and Gonzaga University respectively.

Men’s Soccer
The Broncos three-game winning streak came to
an end Friday evening after they were defeated by the
University of California, Berkeley, 1-0 in overtime.
The Golden Bears’ senior midfielder Alec Sundley
scored the game-winning goal 10 minutes into the
first overtime period.
The No. 2 Golden Bears had the upper hand offensively throughout the match. They outshot the
Broncos 14-4 overall and 6-0 in shots on goal.
Friday’s match marked the end of nonconference
play for the Broncos. The team will begin West Coast
Conference play at the University of San Diego on
Oct. 4.

TAESU PAK — the santa clara

Junior forward Sofia Huerta dribbles upfield against the University of Kansas defense Friday night. Despite a close game throughout, the Broncos withheld the Jayhawks late attack to capture a 3-2 victory. Santa Clara continued the success on Sunday, besting California Polytechnic State University 4-0.

Broncos wrap up
nonconference play
in winning fashion
Ivan Munoz

The Santa Clara
Longtime Head Coach Jerry Smith
won his 400th career match Sunday afternoon following a 4-0 rout of California Polytechnic State University. Smith’s
milestone capped off a weekend in which
the Broncos won two games against the
University of Kansas Jayhawks and Cal
Poly Mustangs.
The first win came Friday night when
the Broncos edged the Jayhawks by a
score of 3-2 at Buck Shaw Stadium. The
Broncos picked up their second win of the
weekend on Sunday afternoon after defeating Cal Poly. The Broncos improved
to 6-3-1 on the season with the two wins.
Saturday’s match proved to be a close
one for the Broncos as they narrowly
defeated the Jayhawks by one goal. The
match started off with a bang after junior
Sofia Huerta scored just five minutes after kickoff.
Huerta took a strike from the top of
the box to give the Broncos the early lead.
However, the Jayhawks responded quickly, notching their first goal in the sixth
minute to tie the game at 1-1.
After 30 minutes of play, the Broncos regained the lead when senior Julie
Johnston scored off a corner kick taken
by Huerta. The first half concluded with

a 2-1 advantage for the home side.
Huerta continued to be a potent factor
in the second half. The junior forward
obtained a penalty kick after being taken
down in the box by an opposing defender.
Huerta capitalized on the opportunity
and scored the penalty, giving Santa Clara
a 3-1 advantage.
Kansas would not surrender easily,
scoring a goal in the 74th minute to cut
the deficit to just one goal. But the Santa

“If we are on the same
page and if we are
working hard and
covering for each
other, we will continue to perform well as
we have done so in the
past.”
Clara defense remained strong and the
Broncos were able to hold off Kansas by
a score of 3-2.
Sunday’s match turned out to be a
breeze for the Broncos as they defeated
the Cal Poly Mustangs 4-0, giving Smith
his milestone win.
Senior Allie Vernon scored the first
goal in the 17th minute off a header that

came from a chip pass by freshman teammate Jordan Jesolva. The Broncos outshot the Mustangs in the first half by a
wide margin of 10-1, clearly showing their
dominance over the away side.
Goalkeeper Andi Tostanoski commented on the way she communicated
with the defensive unit in front of her to
keep everyone focused.
“They make it easier, obviously, but
at the same time, they make it harder
because I have to stay connected with
them even if we don’t have a lot of pressure on us,” said Tostanoski.
Tostanoski recorded two saves to aid
in the shutout victory.
The second half was most notable
for two goals scored by the Broncos, one
from the head of senior Morgan Marlborough and the other coming from the
foot of Jesolva.
The Bronco back line put in a strong
performance to go along with the offensive outpouring of goals. Senior defender
Ellie Rice highlighted the keys to Santa
Clara’s success on defense.
“Having a good defense isn’t just individual performance, it’s basically all
being on the same page and the back four
or the back three with our goalie,” Rice
said. “If we are on the same page and if we
are working hard and covering for each
other, we will continue to perform well
as we have done so in the past.”
The women’s soccer team will begin
play in the West Coast Conference on
Oct. 10 versus the University of San Diego.
Contact Ivan Munoz at imunoz@scu.
edu or call (408) 554-4852.

Athlete of the Week
Matt Pritchett
Men’s Water Polo
Men’s water polo goalie Matt
Pritchett helped the Broncos
secure three key victories this
past weekend away from the Santa
Clara campus.
Pritchett tallied nine blocks in the
first game on Saturday against
Fresno Pacific University and
added 11 saves later that day

against Occidental College. The
redshirt junior collected 12 more
saves against the Bulldogs from
Redlands University to close out
the weekend without suffering a
defeat.
Pritchett has been an important
factor in propelling the Broncos to
a record of 9-4.
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Fresh Faces Shine Bright for Bronco Athletics
Jordan Jesolva

Graham McClone
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Placerville, Calif.
High school: Ponderosa
Sport: Men’s Water Polo

Year: Freshman
Hometown: La Mirada, Calif.
High school: Sonora
Sport: Women’s Soccer

High School Accolades:
•
Member of his All-Section team in
2011 and 2012
•
Recorded 206 goals during his senior season
•
U.S. Water Polo All-American
•
Member of U.S. Youth National
Training Team

High School Accolades:
•
Member of her 2009 All-Area team
•
Member of the 2009 All-CIF team
Club Accolades:
•
Member of 2012 National League
Champion team
•
Member of 2012 State and Regional Champion team

2013 Season Statistics:
•
13 goals
•
9 assists
•
5 steals

2013 Season Statistics:
•
Has played in 10 games
•
2 goals
•
1 assist

Annie Freman

Parker Holland

Year: Freshman
Hometown: Las Vegas, Nev.
High school: Faith Lutheran
Sport: Women’s Golf

Year: Freshman
Hometown: San Diego, Calif.
High school: Cathedral Catholic
Sport: Men’s Soccer

High School Accolades:
•
Sunset Region Player of the Year
in 2009, 2011 and 2012
•
Runner-up in the 2012 Trusted
Choice/Big “I” Championships
•
Finished tied for ninth place at the
2012 USGA Girls’ Championship

High School Accolades:
•
Starting defender on high school
soccer team as a freshman
Club Accolades:
•
Member of 2012 Under-15/16
Academy Playoff team
2013 Season Statistics:
•
Has played in 7 games
•
1 goal
•
2 shots on goal

2013 Season Statistics:
•
Three top-10 finishes
•
Finished one round under par

PHotos Courtesy of Michelle Schmitt

Broncos Fall in five sets

Graduate School of Theology

Master of Arts in Youth Ministry

Doug Fields, M.Div.
Author / Youth Leader

Jim Burns, Ph.D.
Author / Speaker

Powerful. Flexible. Practical.
Azusa Pacific’s biblically centered Master of Arts in Youth Ministry (MAYM) program prepares men
and women for the specialized field of youth and family ministry.
Learn from leading experts
Study under thought leaders in youth and family ministry, such as Jim Burns, Doug Fields,
and Mark DeVries.
Flexible format
Choose from online courses and one-week summer intensives, or a traditional classroom setting.
Hands-on experience
Intentional integration of academic and experiential components enhances learning and advances
your career.

For more information on the MAYM program,
contact the Graduate Center at (626) 815-4564 or
gradadmissions@apu.edu, or visit apu.edu/maym/.
Other degree programs offered:
D.Min. | M.Div. | Pastoral Studies, M.A. | (Theological Studies), M.A.

MaLu veltze — the santa clara

Freshman outside hitter Sabrina Clayton winds up to place the ball between the University of San Francisco defenders. After losing the first two sets, the Dons came roaring back to win the final three sets.
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Tyler J. Scott

College
Football
Forecasted

A

pproaching Week 6 of the
college football season, many
things are as they were expected to be.
The University of Alabama is still
on top and the University of Oregon is
still really, really fast.
However, Clemson University has
stopped “Clemsoning,” or losing to
teams they shouldn’t lose to. And the
University of Georgia, despite their
Week 1 loss to Clemson, is looking like
a legitimate threat to end the Crimson Tide’s dominance.
The Pacific-12 Conference, however, has five teams that can win the
conference and possibly make it to
the championship game. Oregon,
Stanford University, the University of
Washington, the University of California, Los Angeles and even Arizona
State University have very real shots
at winning the Pac-12 and — besides
ASU — the national championship.
The Pac-12 is arguably the second
strongest conference in the country.
Whoever survives the difficult road
through the Pac-12 should get precedence over an undefeated Big 12 Conference, Atlantic Coast Conference or
Big Ten Conference team as well as a
one-loss SEC team.
The Big 12 has only two contenders left in Baylor University and the
University of Oklahoma.
In the ACC, it will come down to
Clemson and Florida State University
on Saturday, Oct. 19.
The Big Ten conference has looked
very shaky. Ohio State University
keeps winning but no one else looks
strong. The University of Michigan,
after beating the University of Notre
Dame, 41-30, in Week 2, has struggled
against the University of Akron and
the University of Connecticut. Also,
against the Pac-12 this year, the Big
Ten has gone only 1-3.
The new-look offensive SEC looks
very solid this year with possibly
three national title contenders in
Alabama, Georgia and Louisiana State
University. Despite losing to Georgia,
LSU’s chances at making a championship run are still alive.
Whoever gets through the grueling
SEC and Pac-12 schedules will face
each other in the national title game.
About halfway into the season,
my way-too-early predictions for the
games are as follows:
UCLA, the Pac-12 runner-up will
defeat Big Ten champion Ohio State,
49-35 in the Rose Bowl.
Big 12 champion Oklahoma will
best at-large bid Louisville in the
Fiesta Bowl, 35-31.
In the Sugar Bowl, Alabama, the
SEC runner-up, will roll at-large bid
Fresno State University, 52-17.
ACC champion Clemson will win
the Orange Bowl, 56-48, over Big 12
runner-up Baylor.
Finally, in the BCS Title Game,
Pac-12 champion Oregon will face
Georgia.The Ducks will put an end to
the SEC’s dominance once and for all,
defeating the Bulldogs 27-22.
Tyler J. Scott is a sophomore
marketing major.

Cross-Country Races to Finish
Men and women
land in the top
eight at Stanford
Sydney Sanchez

The Santa Clara
The Bronco cross-country
teams took a trip up north this
weekend to participate in the 40th
annual Stanford Invitational in
Palo Alto, Calif. The Santa Clara
men finished in fifth place while
the women’s team came in eighth.
Over 2,800 high school and 500
collegiate runners competed in 14
races Saturday morning. Stanford
University swept its own meet and
won both the men’s 8K race and
women’s 6K race.
After a strong start to the season, both cross-country squads
ended in good standing after Saturday’s races.
“Both the men’s and women’s
teams had some solid individual
performances,” said Head Coach
Felipe Montoro in an email.
However, Montoro was not
completely satisfied with the the
runner’s performances.
“Both teams executed some
parts of our race plan very well,
but we still have things to improve
upon as we continue through the
season,” he said. “The next three
weeks will be very important in
preparing for the (West Coast
Conference) Championships.”
After two weeks off to start
school and focus on training, the
Broncos hit the ground running.
Leading the Broncos in the
men’s 8K race was senior Ben Demaree. Coming off a calf injury last
season, Demaree finished in 35th
place with a time of 25:52.
“(Demaree) was impressive.,”
said Montoro. “He has not had the
smoothest last few years dealing
with injuries, but he has kept a
great attitude and really embraced
the changes we have had to make
in his training to stay healthy. Another month of training will make
a big difference in Demaree’s ability to perform at a high level in the
postseason.”
Seniors Luca Signore and Moises Venegas finished in 55th and
70th, respectively. Sophomore
Sam Holeman finished in 89th
place with a time of 26:33. The
Santa Clara men’s team placed
fifth overall.
Holeman had a strong start to
the season, finishing first overall
for the men at the WCC Preview
Meet in Malibu, Calif.
Signore is also doing well, fin-

Courtesy of Michelle Schmitt

The Santa Clara men and women’s cross-country teams took part in the Stanford Invitational on Saturday. Senior Ben Demaree
highlighted the Broncos’ success. The next time the Broncos will lace up their racing shoes will be Oct. 11 in San Francisco, Calif.

ishing first in the men’s Santa Clara
versus St. Mary’s College dual meet
on Sept. 6.
Not to be outdone, the women’s
team also placed well in their 6K
race.
Junior Mary Kriege’s momentum from the WCC preview meet
on Sept. 14 carried over into Saturday. She led the way for the women,
finishing in 24th place with a time
of 22:18.
“(Kriege’s) performance really
stood out today as well,” said Montoro. “She got a late start this season in her training, but is still way
ahead of where she was last year. It
will be exciting for our team to see
how much more she can improve
over the next month.”
Senior Lauren Germany fin-

ished in 36th place while juniors
Audrey Hiatt and Emily Robinson
came in 76th and 92nd place, respectively. Junior Kelly Ryan came
in 122nd place with a time of 23:53,
helping Santa Clara finish in eighth
place overall.
Both Santa Clara teams are not
strangers to challenges such as injuries and fierce competition.
“There is always some element
of adversity that runners have to
deal with in races,” Montero said.
“We do our best to prepare our athletes for any scenario.”
The Santa Clara Broncos faced,
among many competitive opponents, the No. 20 Stanford University men’s team and No. 8 Stanford
women’s team.
Stanford proved best in their

Must See: Women’s Volleyball

SCU

vs.

GON

1:00 p.m. Saturday, October 5 at the Leavey Center
For a complete schedule of games, see page 10.

own meet, sweeping both the men
and women’s race.
The Bronco men’s team defeated the University of San Diego and
Pepperdine University while the
women’s team topped Pepperdine
and St. Mary’s.
Santa Clara will race in two
more invitational meets before the
WCC Championships take place in
early November.
“Our next race is in Golden Gate
Park and we are looking forward to
it,” said Montero.
The Santa Clara Broncos will
race in the upcoming San Francisco State Invitational on Oct. 11.
Contact Sydney Sanchez at
ssanchez@scu.edu or call (408)
554-4852.

